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IDEA

“Who in this room has read or heard of security 

related news (major vulnerabilities, incidents) since 

the beginning of 2018?”

https://cybermap.kaspersky.com/

https://cybermap.kaspersky.com/


General view

Mail with attachments (73%), Phishing by mail (54%) and compromised Webs (28%) are
the main attack vectors for the ransomware threat.

We live in a world where markets and technology are constantly changing. The
geopolitical instability has turned several parts of the world into insecure
territories. And cyber attacks continue to increase with greater complexity.

Hackers, data leakage, phishing and social engineering are some latent threats
that may be very close to us.

Therefore, the security of information is part of the central strategy of
companies. In case of a crisis, it is very important to maintain the operation,
protect the reputation and security of the company, partners, customers and
employees.

Problems and cybersecurity attacks cause billions of dollars in losses each year.



The cybersecurity landscape 
is constantly changing and 
cyber threats are constantly 
evolving, increasing in 
intensity and complexity (ej. 
Wannacry, Coincheck)

General view

The information assets of any 
organization are the most valuable and 
strategic asset. Without this asset, 
complete, available and reliable no 
organization will be able to function 
today nor in the future.

Predictions are that 200
billion things connected for
2020 (IoT), the software will
be everywhere, being possible
entry doors to the attacks.
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Why is important?



Some examples of infections around the 
world:

• CryptoLocker

• Wannacry 

• Petya

What is a Ransomware?

Encription + Ransom + Malware = Crypto-Ransomware

“It is a malicious software that by infecting our
computer gives the cybercriminal the ability to block a
device from a remote location or encrypt the files by
taking control of all information and data stored on the
victim.”

Most common spread vectors:

Exploiting unpatched vulnerabilities in network 
communication protocols (Wannacry).

Resending emails. 

Hiding in shared resources (DFS, emails, 
Pendrives,etc)Source: https://www.pandasecurity.com/spain/mediacenter/malware/que-es-un-ransomware/
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What do we know?
• "Hijack" the system and / or files through

encryption.

• Using a key that is only known by the attacker.

• And it offers decrypt the files if the victim pays.

• The malware exploits an unpatched vulnerability
to execute itself.

• It may try to gain administration priviledges,
exploiting yet another unpatched vulnerability.

• It encripts the file and/or the system.

• The malware acts like a worm and tries to spread
to infect other machines.

Source: https://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/security-center/white-papers/istr-ransomware-2017-en.pdf



What to do?

Ransomware is the fastest growing threat,
perceived as a moderate or extreme threat
by more than 80% of cybersecurity
professionals.

75% of the organizations affected by
ransomware had up to 5 attacks in the last
12 years.

The majority of detected ransomware was through
endpoint solutions (83%), mail / web protection (64%) or
IDS systems (46%), with awareness being the most
effective tactic to be prevented by professionals (77%)
followed by endpoint solutions (73%) or update
operating systems (72%).



What Happen a year ago?

One year after the devastating attack of the 
WannaCry virus: 40% of computers in 

Argentina are still vulnerable

Mapa de países afectados por el ciberataque con 'ransomware'. (MalwareTech)

On May 12, 2017, the largest 
ransomware attack in history 
broke out. `WannaCry ', the 
infamous ransomware that 
spread indiscriminately 
affecting PCs around the 
world, including consumer 
teams, businesses, customer 
service and even government 
departments. Almost a year 
later, the WannaCry malware, 
which exploits EternalBlue's
vulnerability, remains in 
circulation, as in the recent 
case in which it affected the 
aircraft manufacturer Boeing.

Source: https://www.clarin.com/tecnologia/ano-devastador-ataque-virus-wannacry-40-
computadoras-argentina-vulnerables_0_H1oifOVAM.html



Global Companies Were Hit Hardest By The WannaCry Attack

If we talk about Latin America only, the Top 5
of the most attacked countries would be the
following:

1. Mexico
2. Brazil
3. Chile
4. Ecuador
5. Colombia

The WannaCry ransomware hack has
infected organizations across nearly 100
countries around the world.

Source: https://securelist.lat/despues-del-wannacry-en-latinoamerica/85056/

According to Kaspersky Lab statistics, 65% of companies affected by ransomware in 2017 lost access to a significant 
amount of data or even to all their data; In addition, one in six of those who paid the ransom never recovered their 
information.



Global Companies Were Hit Hardest By The WannaCry Attack

WannaCry’s first victim was the National Health System in the United Kingdom. On Friday, 48 National Health Service 
units in England reported issues related to the malware while 13 NHS organizations in Scotland were disabled and had 
to turn down patients.

• French car maker Renault (RNO) had to 
shut down some factories in France and 
Romania because of infected systems.

• In Germany, electronic boards at stations 
were hacked. 

• In Spain, telecom company Telefonica 
(TEF), power firm Iberdrola (IBE) and 
utility provider Gas Natural (EGAS) were 
affected.

• In India, several companies across 
Mumbai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru and 
Chennai suffered from the massive spread 
of the malware.

Source: https://frontera.net/news/global-macro/which-global-companies-were-hit-hardest-by-the-wannacry-attack/

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/RNO.PA/?p=RNO.PA


How was it lived in Mexico?
At least 500 organizations were affected in Mexico, a number that could yet increase, according to the Latin America 
research and analysis director at Kaspersky Lab, a multinational cybersecurity and anti-virus provider.

Mexico, among the countries most affected by WannaCry worldwide, 
came to be ranked # 4 worldwide by the number of attacks recorded.

WannaCry managed to affect more than 200
thousand systems in 150 countries, Kaspersky Lab
reported that Mexico was ranked number 11 in the
countries most affected by the virus.

The security company reported in a statement that
the most affected nation was Russia, with 33.64% of
the companies attacked, followed by Vietnam, with
12.45%; and India, with 6.95; while in Latin America,
Brazil occupied the sixth position.

Source: https://www.forbes.com.mx/mexico-entre-los-paises-mas-afectados-por-wanna-cry-a-nivel-mundial/
https://securelist.lat/despues-del-wannacry-en-latinoamerica/85056/



Who was behind the WannaCry attacks?
The tools and infrastructure used in those early attacks in particular were found to have strong links to 
Lazarus, a group that has been involved in a string of operations in recent years, including the destructive 
attacks on Sony Pictures in November 2014 and the theft of US$81 million from the Bangladesh Bank, the 
nation’s central bank, in February 2016. 

Source: https://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/security-center/white-papers/istr-ransomware-2017-en.pdf
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Real-life examples



Data Breaches

1.9 billion data records were stolen or lost during 
the first half of 2017, an increase of 164% 
compared to the previous six months

As for 2018, it is yet soon to provide any quantities, but large amount of critical 
vulnerabilities have been disclosed in the first months.

Source: https://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/security-center/white-papers/istr-ransomware-2017-en.pdf



Real-life examples
Equifax Scenario

• Equifax on Sept. 7 announced the cybersecurity incident. Equifax discovered that
criminals exploited a U.S. website application vulnerability to gain access to
certain files on July 29, 2017, affecting over 145.5 million Americans. Based on
the company’s investigation, the unauthorized access occurred from mid-May
through July 2017. The personally identifiable information (PII) that was
accessed included names, Social Security numbers, birth dates, addresses and
driver’s license numbers

• Richard F. Smith (CEO), the CIO and the CSO stepped down as a consequence

• Three senior executives (including the CFO) sold shares worth almost $1.8
million in the days after the breach was discovered, but before it was disclosed.

What went wrong
• In March, 2017, the US Department of Homeland Security sent Equifax and

other companies an alert about a critical vulnerability in software that Equifax
used.

• The vulnerability had been made public months earlier and the security fix
was available.

• The company had extensive problems with its call centers and the website that
it had set up to provide information to those whose information may have
been exposed

• The share sell before breach disclosure made it appear as a corporate cover up



Real-life examples
Intel Scenario

• On January 2, 2018, a series of new vulnerabilities affecting processor chips 
were made public, that could permit attackers to gain unauthorized access to 
a computer’s memory, dubbed Meltdown and Spectre, which can only be 
mitigated through operating system patching

• Attacks on unpatched cloud services are potentially the most dangerous 
exploit scenario for Meltdown and Spectre

• CEO sold most of his company stock in November, months after Intel was 
made aware of the vulnerabilities

• Stock closed down an average 3.4% on the two days after the breach was 
made public

• At least eight lawsuits against Intel have been filled

What went wrong

• The vulnerabilities affect every Intel processor since 1995

• Google had informed Intel of the vulnerability in June, 2017

• The new generation of processor were launched in October 2017 with 
the knowledge of these vulnerabilities

• Mitigation patches affect performance of the products and some computers 
even stopped working after applying them

• Again stock sell before public disclosure has been a key factor in both tangible 
(stock price) and intangible  (reputation) impact



Problematic
The high incidence rate in Mexico comes as the nation's corporations are presenting shortfalls in security. A
consultant on cybersecurity and ethical hacking for the International Institute of Cybersecurity (IICS), told
local daily El Economista that only 45% of businesses listed on the BMV have a robust cybersecurity strategy,
though four of 10 conduct regular security evaluations.

"Mexican businesses lack the planning and structure to promote implementation of cybersecurity measures,"
the consultant said. He added that 85% of listed firms are concerned about their business' IT security, and
78% experienced a digital attack in 2016, reflecting a lack of will to address the problem.

Source: Notes Bnamericas Home   News   ICT   Ransomware attacks reported worldwide ICTREGIONAL
Ransomware attacks reported worldwide
By Patrick Nixon 

According to the IICS, BMV-listed
companies designate between 8% and
15% of their budgets for technology-
related spending, while apportioning
5% to 8% of these outlays on
cybersecurity.

In contrast, firms listed on the
NASDAQ in the US typically spend
between 12% and 24% of their
budgets on tech, of which 7% to 11%
goes to security measures, according
to the IICS.



Countermeasures

https://www.nomoreransom.org/es/index.html

The No More Ransom portal is
an initiative of the National
High Tech Crime Unit of the
Netherlands police, the
European Cybercrime Center of
Europol and two cybersecurity
companies - Kaspersky Lab and
McAfee - with the aim of
helping victims of ransomware
to Recover your encrypted data
without having to pay the
criminals.



Good Practices
Maintain regular
backup copies
(backups) of all
important data.

Keep your system
updated with the
latest security
patches.

Maintain a your lines 
of defense updated.

Establish an 
awareness campaign 
aimed at your users.

Establish 
achievable 
security policies.

Establishes clear 
processes of response 
to Security Incidents.

Monitor your
systems, know your
business and limit the
operational impact.

Make sure that
Information Security
is part of the
company's strategy.

Share with colleagues, do
not isolate the problem,
security incidents do not
have to be fought with
commercial strategies.



Conclusions



Thank You!

Mtro. Valther Galván Ponce de León
CISO AXA Seguros
valther.galvan@axa.com.mx


